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Summary

1. Simplified semantics with a single universe of discourse.

2. Option of restricting certain names in a text to a subdomain.

3. The semantics of a sentence in any restricted text is defined     
    by a syntactic translation to unrestricted CL.

4. Point #3 enables texts with different restrictions to be merged  
    by translating them to unrestricted CL.

5. Support for truth-preserving translations from classical FOL     
    to a suitably restricted domain. 

6. Support for a dual-domain version of positive free logic.

7. Support for partial functions and open-world semantics by       
    the same kinds of methods used with the positive free logic.
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Proposal for Simplifying CL

From a note by Pat Hayes of 7 September 2013:
1. CL is a single logic with a single model theory, in which all names            
    denote in a single universe, and all individuals in the universe have          
    associated function and relation extensions.

2. This is the current model theory for unsegregated dialects with no           
    distinction between the universes of discourse and reference, and           
    therefore simpler to describe.  The idea of a “segregated dialect” is          
    abandoned.

3. The CL model theory is defined on the CL abstract syntax.  A CL dialect   
    is defined to be any concrete syntax which parses to this abstract            
    syntax, or a sublanguage of it.  Subset dialects have the same model       
    theory.

4. To accurately render GOFOL content in CL, one should enclose the          
    GOFOL text in a (domain...) wrapper.

5. CL contains a syntactic construction (domain <name> <text>) designed  
    to facilitate the embedding of GOFOL expressions into CL.

6. The expression (domain N T) is syntactic sugar for the CL text which is   
    the result of adding the restriction to N to every quantifier in T. 
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Translations to Unrestricted CL

Given a statement (domain D Text),

D must be defined in unrestricted CL as a monadic relation.

Every sentence s in Text has the same truth value as its 
translation to a sentence s' in unrestricted CLIF:

● For every name x in s that is governed by a quantifier, the corresponding  
  quantifier in s' has the restriction (x D). 
● For every name x that appears in the argument list of any function,             
  relation, or equality in Text, the translated text must contain at least one    
  copy of the sentence (D x).
● Names that appear in function or relation position in s are translated to s' 
  without any added restrictions.

For each name f that appears in Text as a function of n 
arguments, the following axiom is added to the translated text:

(forall ((x1 D)) … ((xn D)) (D (f x1 ... xn))) 
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Importing Texts

For a statement (domain D T), the semantics of every sentence 
in the text T is defined by its translation to unrestricted CL.

The translation of T depends only on D, not on the way that 
domain statement might be nested inside any other domain. 

When a text T1 imports another text T2,
● If T1 and T2 have the same domain restrictions, the result has the same    
  domain, and the text consists of T2 appended to the end of T1.
● If T1 and T2 have different domain restrictions, all sentences of both          
  texts are translated with all domain restrictions made explicit.  The             
  resulting text is translation of T2 appended to the translation of T1.

The above conditions are independent of any import statements, 
including cyclical imports.

● There may be special cases where a complete translation to unrestricted  
  CL might not be necessary.
● But the semantics is defined as if  a complete translation is done. 
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Dual-Domain Positive Free Logic

From http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-free/#possem  
● Positive semantics with dual domains are generally the simplest.
● The members of the outer domain Do typically represent “non-existing”    
  things.
● Depending on the application, these may be theoretical or ideal entities,    
  error objects (in computer science), fictional objects, merely possible        
  (or even impossible) objects, and so on.  
● Some authors make the inner domain D a subset of Do, which is the          
  convention throughout this article. 

For the single-universe semantics for Common Logic,
● The outer domain is the universe U.
● The statement (domain D Text) specifies an inner domain that is the           
  subset of all x in U such that (D x).
● The discussions in the SEP article about dual-domain positive free logics 
  can be adapted to CL with U and any subdomain specified by D.
● This option requires the domain statement to permit names that denote    
  in the outer U, but not in the domain D.

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-free/#possem
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Representing Partial Functions in CL

Suppose that some logic L uses partial functions.   
● Let L have any notation that the users of L prefer.
● But map functions in L to CL relations.
● When necessary, use quantifier restrictions in CL to restrict arguments     
  of the CL relations to domains on which the L functions are defined.

Representing functions as relations:
● For any N-adic function f, there exists an (N+1)-adic relation R whose        
  extension has the same set of tuples.
● This point is true in any version of logic.
● In CLIF, that condition can be stated

     (forall (f) (exists (R) (forall (x ...args)
         (iff (= x (f ...args))
              (R x ...args) ))))
● This point implies that any sentence about functions can be translated      
  to a logically equivalent sentence that uses relations.                                    
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Relations that Represent Functions

Relations may represent total functions or partial functions.   
● (Total R) says that the relation R represents a total function:

     (forall (R)
          (iff (Total R)
                (exists (f) (forall (x ...args)
                    (iff (R x ... args)
                          (= x (f args) ))))))
● (Partial R) says that R represents a partial function:

     (forall (R)
         (iff (Partial R)
               (exists (f) (forall (x ...args)
                   (if (R x ... args)
                       (= x (f ...args) ))))))
● (Total R D) says that R represents a function that is total on domain D:

     (forall (R)
        (iff (Total R D)
              (exists (f) (forall (x ((...args D))
                 (iff (R x ... args)
                       (= x (f ...args) ))))))                                                                            
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Functional Composition

Requirements for the Algos system:   
● In Algos the constructors for maps which include composition, tuples,      
  etc are partial functions in that they have definedness conditions.
● For example the composition g(f) of two maps f:X→Y and g:Y→Z is            
  defined provided the domain of g is the range of f.

Representing that constraint with relations in CLIF:
● (forall ((f Map) (g Map) (X Type) (Y Type) (Z Type))
      (exists ((cgf Map))
         (forall ((x X) (y Y)) (exists ((z Z))
            (if (and (Total f X) (Total g Y) (f x y) (g y z))
                (and (Total cgf X) (cgf x z)) ))))
● The if-statement says

      If f is total on X, g is total on Y, f(x)=y, and g(y)=z,
      then cgf is total on x, and cgf(x)=z.                                                                
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Some Observations

Comments about syntax:
● As slide 9 shows, Algos syntax is more compact and readable than CLIF.
● A modification of CLIF syntax to support partial functions might help.
● But there is no end to the number of symbols and conventions that may    
  be required for all applications.  (For examples, look at Z notation.)
● Recommendation:  Let anyone define any syntax they prefer and specify   
  the semantics by a translation to CL.

The option of domains for specifying partial functions:
● Useful for applications in which all functions have the same domain.
● But the Algos system supports multiple types, any of which could              
  specify the domain or range of some partial function.
● A more general solution is to define a logic L that uses a syntax tailored    
  for the application, and translate partial functions in L to CL relations. 

General solution for an open-ended variety of applications:
● Let anyone define any syntax they prefer, linear or graphic.
● Specify the semantics by a translation to CL.
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